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Abstract— Moving just with the stick is a very difficult task 

for the visually challenged unless they have a smart way to 

walk. This stick is to provide them a different walking 

experience. The design is made with Ultrasonic sensor, with 

water detection and Infra-red modules. The ultrasonic range 

finders help in detecting obstacles. Infra-red module is 

included to warn the user of location of stick if forgotten or 

lost with the help of beeps and message. This work explains 

about the setup we used for the smart stick, design details and 

results of the measured parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In our generation of smart phones and smart televisions, have 

you come across a smart walking stick, the one that talks to 

you? Well, here it is! So no more does that visually impaired 

person at the traffic signal need a helping hand to guide him 

across the road that is if he has a smart walking stick! A white 

stick is the most common mobility aid for the visually 

impaired. However, it does not give information about the 

obstacles above knee level and those which are at a distance 

greater than 1m or of the ones below the knee level such as 

potholes or logged water. Even though guide dogs were the 

initial companion of the blind, later on technologies played a 

vital role. Walking sticks with adjustable length, elbow sticks, 

were developed in the market to guide the visually 

challenged. However, these attempts were not completely 

successful in assisting the user. To alleviate all these the 

Smart Walking Stick is designed in such a way that it includes 

a Ultrasonic sensor enabled Obstacle Detection module 

where the distance information from the Arduino board is 

send to the buzzer and vibrating motor. The design also 

supports a logged water detection module and potholes 

detection module. Despite the simplicity, the integrated 

module will emphatically be a solution for the visually 

challenged. 

II. BASIC SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1: Basic System Architecture 

A. Working 

The model of this device works something like 

A chip in the walking stick will be connected to a sound 

transmitter and a sound receiver, Infrared sensor, water 

sensor, buzzer, vibrating motor. A visually impaired person, 

using this smart stick, will be able to communicate with the 

chip via buzzer and the vibrating motor and keep a check on 

his/her surroundings - if the path is appropriate for walking, 

potholes, steps, uneven ground, etc. This chip will check for 

any harmful obstacles in the path. It will emit an ultrasonic 

sound to check if any object in the surrounding is moving 

with a regular speed. For eg. - any moving motor vehicle. It 

will work within a distance range of 20-25 m radius. The 

signal will be given in terms of direction. The water sensor 

checks for any logged water on the ground and indicate the 

user. The Infrared sensor on the smart walking stick in 

connected to the Infrared remotes. This works as if the user 

forgets his/her stick anywhere or loses the stick the person 

just have to press a key on the stick which will make the stick 

beep or send the location to the connected device. This will 

enable the person to comprehend the location and speed of 

the obstacle. This enhances the life of a blind person. With 

the help of this device, one can independently, fearlessly and 

safely navigate through his/her surroundings. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Hardware Task 

The hardware task can majorly divided into five parts. The 

buzzer, the vibration motor, the ultrasonic sensor, ir sensor, 

water sensor. 

1) Ultrasonic sensor 

It senses the physical obstacle either above the knee level or 

below it which converts into a respective beeping sound. 

2) Water sensor 

It senses the logged water on the ground and converts it into 

respective signal. 

3) IR sensor 

When remote button is pressed it will check for the location 

of the stick and will either beep or send a location to a 

registered mobile device. 

B. Software Task 

The major software task is to process the distance and 

intensity of the detected obstacle by the hardware and 

converted into the respected signal, ie, either buzzer, or 

vibrating motor, etc. for the user to understand the complexity 

and intensity of the obstacle as well the location of it. 

 
Fig. 2: 

IV. CONCLUSION  

The paper details the architecture and working algorithm of a 

device that scans the path of a visually impaired and alerts 

them in the event of any danger. An Arduino based algorithm 

is constructed to detect obstacles ahead of them. The Arduino 

algorithm combined with android interfacing warns the user 

of respective dangers. In the event of an approaching 

obstacle, a tactile feedback is given on the hand. The 
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vibratory motor attached to the hands vibrates with varying 

intensity depending on the speed of the approaching obstacle.  
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